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Pines in South Africa are not for the faint of heart.  
In most cases it is a difficult species to grow and 
maintain.  In general, it is too hot, except for proba-
bly the Cape, Gauteng and Free State in Winter, it 
is still too hot in summer.

The most common species are Japanese Black 
Pine Pinus thunbergii) and White Pine (Pinus parvi-
flora).  
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Pines are trees with whorled branches and resinous sap. 
Their pines are actually the "leaves" and are clusters of two to 
five needles, but they occasionally have more or less needles 
per cluster, also called “fascicle”. The trees bear cones and 
have a seed under each scale of the cone. There are about 
100 pine species.

In late spring dormant buds set from the previous summer 
begin to swell and elongate. These new elongated areas are 
called candles. As the weeks go by the candles continue 
their elongation and harden off new needles. Once hard-
ened, the candle's elongation is completed. By late summer 
the new candles will set terminal buds that will be the growth 
point for the following spring. Under ideal conditions, Japa-
nese black pine may show two separate growth spurts a 
year.

In general, a pine may be trimmed at any time of year. When 
trimming a large branch or shortening the trunk, leave a stub 
and do not cut deeply into the trunk. This will prevent over-
growth and thick callus formation. The residual stub may be 
cut off in three or four months and smoothed over without ex-
cessive overgrowth. Cut paste may provide the same protec-
tion.

Branches should only be shortened back into the needled 
portions. It is advised to never trim past the green needles as 
the branch will probably not resprout. Pines will not only grow 
reliably from existent buds but also from latent buds hidden 
in the green needle clusters. Most pines will not sprout new 
buds from wood older than five years. On older growth, graft-
ing is the only reliable method to get foliage into bare areas.

It is also advised to never trim off more than 20% of the tree's 
needles more than one large branch a year. If you exceed 
this limit you may have a dead pine or one whose growth is 
retarded so severely that it should not be styled for several 
years or until its vigor returns. A vigorous container grown 
pine may be trimmed more severely than a collected tree or a 
field grown specimen, but always err on the side of less cut-
ting.

Pines grow most strongly at the tips of branches and towards 
the top of the tree. Thus to balance the tree's vigor and ap-
pearance, it is necessary to discourage the to top the tree 
and the tips of the branches while encouraging the inner and 
lower buds. This is easily accomplished by pruning the top of 
the tree and tips of branches more than the other areas.

Over years of cultivation, remove whorled branches and ulti-
mately leave only one or two branches from each whorl. In 
the bottom one-third of the pine do not remove any branches 

until there is good 
taper, and/or there 
is strong "knobbing" 
occurring. Knob-
bing refers to the 
development of sig-
nificant bulge from 
the trunk where sev-
eral branches ema-
nate. Some pines 
knob easily and 
early and should be 
watched carefully to 
prevent this devel-
opment. Leaving 
one branch per 
whorl usually will 
eliminate knobbing.

Any weak or newly 
collected pine is 
never trained, 
trimmed or wired. 
Pines that are col-
lected or field 
grown will not be 
trainable for one to 
three years after 
initial potting. It 
takes this long to 
get the new tree 
healthy. Five needle 
pines are weak 
growers and should 
not be trimmed un-
less very healthy 
and their shape de-
mands trimming. 
Container grown 
plants are often suit-
able for training 
from the start.

At least two inches 
of growth at each 
bud is necessary 
before considering 
a pine to be 
healthy. Dwarf 
forms are slower 
growing and cannot 
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be kept to the two-inch rule. Two needle pines are stronger 
and can be more aggressively manipulated. Even so, a two 
needle pine is never branch or root pruned as severely as an 
apple or maple tree. A general rule of thumb is never to 
prune roots or branches of a pine more than twenty per cent 
of its total foliage or root mass.

The long needled pines are frequently manipulated to make 
the needles shorter and to shorten internodes. This tech-
nique is applied mainly to two-needled pines. Five needle 
pines are weaker and should not be subjected to the same 
treatments unless one is expert in their manipulation.

Techniques include:

1. Needle cutting. In this technique, scissors are used to cut 
all needles shorter the day before the show. The cut needles 
will brown at the ends in several days and not be showable.

2. Candle trimming. In spring as the candle elongates, it may 
be shortened by candle trimming. Candles are either cut with 
scissors or candles may be twisted off at the desired length. 
This serves to shorten the candle, the internodes, and the 
needle length. This trimming is modified by the location of the 
candle, the vigor of the area, and the length of growth de-
sired. Candles located at the top of the tree or towards the 
tips of branches are most vigorous and will need to be cut 
back from one half to two thirds their length, while buds on 
the lower branches and the interior of the tree are weaker 
and may require only one-third or less of their length to be 
cut back. Modify trimming as needed to balance each zone's 
vigor. In addition, if a branch is to be thickened or length-

ened, allow it to grow untrimmed for several years. Then cut it 
back to proper length when its size is appropriate.

3. Bud removal. Buds may be removed completely in spring 
prior to candle elongation. Spring bud removal is utilized to 
shorten needle length and reduce the candle's length. By re-
moving the buds formed from last year's growth, the tree 
must form new buds and to grow them later than the spring 
growth spurt. This later growth is never as vigorous. Thus by 
debudding the tree in spring, the new growth will be later, 
smaller and less vigorous. Note Pinus leucodermis is one 
pine that will not regrow in the same year as it is debudded. 

Ponderosa pine also will not grow the 
year it is debudded.

On branch tips with multiple buds, the 
largest bud is removed and the 
weaker buds are allowed to grow. 
Again this serves to reduce the vigor 
of the bud pruned area. A very weak 
area or one with a single bud is not 
debudded.

4. Container growth. As a tree is con-
tainer grown over a period of years, 
the needles reduce in size. However, 
the year after transplanting the new 
needles will be larger.

5. Needle pulling. To balance a tree's 
vigor, various sequences of needle 
removal have been published. There 
are too many techniques to discuss 

here at length. Suffice it to say that the needle removal tech-
niques result in less overall energy production by the tree, 
but may be used to discourage the upper and terminal por-
tions of the tree, which grow most strongly, and encourage 
the interior buds on the branches. This is really the same strat-
egy as candle shortening described above. More needles 
are allowed to remain on the weaker areas, while stronger ar-
eas are discouraged by less needle retention.

Needle pulling creates a tidier tree by removing older nee-
dles that are different in size from the current year's needles. 
Thus the tree shows more uniform needle size. Needle pull-
ing also stimulates hidden or latent buds to grow and pro-
duce new branchlets. This of course increases the ramifica-
tion of the tree and the appearance of maturity is enhanced.

6. Fertilizing. Holding back on the fertilizer until after the new 
crop of needles has hardened off will help to keep the nee-
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dles shorter. Fertilizer applied before the needles harden pro-
duces longer needles.

7. Conclusion. I do not worry about needle reduction until the 
tree's maturity is sufficient to warrant the effort involved. A de-
veloping pine requires all the chlorophyll and leaf mass to 
stimulate vigorous growth. Needle reduction is important to 
give better bonsai proportions to a tree that is ready to be dis-
played.

Other pine growing suggestions

1. Not infrequently, a pine may show some reverse taper. A 
quick cure may be possibly if the pine has a rough outer 
bark. By pulling off the loose scaly outer bark in the bulging 
area, the thickness can be reduced. Do not remove or cut 
into the cambium layer, only the outer corky layers are re-
moved.

2. Frequently a tree has heavy branches that are not in scale 
with the overall proportions. On deciduous materials these 
heavy branches are removed and a smaller one will fre-
quently pop out of the cambium near the cut. Since the pine 
will not pop a new branch you must cut the heavy branch 
back to a small sub-branch. You can hide the thick base with 
foliage. Over time this branch will be kept restricted in growth 
while the other branches are allowed to grow vigorously and 
thicken. This serves to 'thin" the once overly heavy branch.

3. Wintering pines. Most pines are hardy and will tolerate Mid-
west conditions if grown directly in the ground. Pines in con-
tainers will require winter protection for the roots. This may be 
done by digging a hole and submerging the pine container in 

the ground and mulching the tree up to the first branch. Keep 
wintering pines in an area that is not in direct sun. Trees 
marked with an asterisk on the list of pines require extra cold 
protection in the northern tier of states.

4. In winter the pines are dormant and require no light. My 
pines spend five months in complete darkness in a cold-
frame from November until April. when the coldframe is 
opened in April the trees are green as when they were en-

closed in November. Dormant plants 
of any type must be adequately wa-
tered and not allowed to dry out.

PINUS THUNBERGII/ JAPANESE 
BLACK PINE is a native of Japan and 
is arguably the classic bonsai pine 
species. The Black Pine is a very vigor-
ous tree commonly grown Japan in 
parks and ornamental gardens where 
heights of anything up to 25metres are 
commonly reached. Black Pines are 
very tolerant of poor conditions, surviv-
ing in nature on barren, stony soils. P. 
thunbergii has thick, dark grey-green 
needles up to 7-15cm long, though 
quite long, the needle-size can be re-
duced in length with the use of bonsai 
pruning techniques. Bark is purplish-
grey and becomes very craggy and 

fissured with age.  
 
White pines are frequently grafted onto the more vigorous 
Black pine/ Pinus thunbergii rootstock to improve vigour and 
growth-rate.

PINUS PARVIFLORA/ JAPANESE WHITE PINE is a conical or 
columnar tree, often with a spreading crown native to Japan. 
2-6cm long leaves are a deep-green colour with whitish blue 
inner sides, giving rise to the name, the White Pine. White 
pines are frequently grafted onto the more vigorous Black 
pine/ Pinus thunbergii rootstock to improve vigour and 
growth-rate.

References:

http://www.bonsai4me.com/SpeciesGuide/Pinus.
html.

http://www.bonsaihunk.us/info/Pines.html
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BONSAIBOOST -

ORGANIC FERTILIZER

If the following appeals to you then BonsaiBoost is 
the fertilizer of choice for you:

 Time saver - every time you water you are fertiliz-
ing at the same time. No measuring and mixing re-
quired and no clogging of sprayers.
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•  Organic fertilizer that cannot burn your trees.
•  Sustained, slow release of nutrients where your trees need 
it – at the roots.
•  Promotes healthy, strong growth without the long inter-
nodes
•  Easy to use and store
•  Presents no risk to pets if accidentally ingested.

What is it?

BonsaiBoost consists of a single ingredient; the meal which 
remains of the Canola bean once the oil is extracted. The 
Canola bean is related to the bean used to produce cotton-
seed, which has been used for centuries in Japan. In many 
of the older Japanese bonsai publications you will often read 
about cottonseed as the fertilizer of choice. 

The Canola bean is a major success story in the Canadian 
agricultural sector and one of their largest exports. Recent 
breakthroughs in plant culture have resulted in canola meal 
being one of the most widely used protein sources for animal 
feed in the world today. Canola meal is not unpleasant for ani-
mals to eat palatable and it is entirely non-toxic. It has low 
levels of gluconsinate and it also has a brilliant amino acid 
breakdown. In the dairy industry, research has shown that it 
can increase milk production by one litre of milk, per cow, per 
day. Current research is being done on canola meal as a pro-
tein isolate for human nutrition.

Lastly but most importantly to you and I other proven uses for 
canola meal include high-quality organic fertilizers. 

Easy to use

BonsaiBoost is professionally packaged in high quality coffee 
filter bags which are more durable than tea bags which some 
international products are packaged into. This ensures good 
water penetration but without allowing the ground fertilizer to 
disappear into the soil mix or from caking on the surface. 
These neat little pouches are also very tidy, require no meas-
uring out and make replacing them when depleted almost 
effortless.

To use simply place the BonsaiBoost bag onto the soil. It is 
advisable to secure each pouch in place with wire or tooth-
picks. For mature shohin (small trees below 30cm) you 
should use about 1 pouch. Developed medium sized trees 
can take 2 bags and larger trees as required. For over potted 
trees where growth is the main objective you may wish to ap-
ply more fertilizer than described above.

The BonsaiBoost pouches can be replaced every 2 months. 
When you first start using them they will omit an odour. This 
odour diminishes with time till eventually hardly any smell can 
be detected. The ground canola cake will also become a 
solid lump, which is quite normal.

While using BonsaiBoost little additional fertilizer is needed, if 
any. For many years, Japanese bonsai professionals have 
been using cottonseed to fertilize their trees. My first hands 
on experience with the product was during my apprentice-
ship at AichiEn bonsai nursery in Nagoya, Japan. Here the 
3rd generation bonsai professional, Mr. Juniro Tanaka only 
uses pure cottonseed meal in his extensive nursery. However 
for flowering plants you may want to use a fertilizer specifi-
cally aimed at promoting flowering. 

100% Biodegradable

After using the pouch for your preferred length or as indi-
cated for 2 months, don't simply throw the pouch away. You 
can do the following:

• Make a small hole in your garden soil and bury the 
bag, it will completely degrade and add to the nutrients there 
too.
• Add it to the pouches around over potted trees still un-
dergoing development.
• Fertilize field-growing trees.
• Place into your ordinary pot plant containers.

What’s in the bag?

BonsaiBoost is sold in a durable plastic Doy-type, resealable 
pouch which contains 20 pouches of 12g of Canola meal. 
The resealable pouch permits you to store the product with-
out any shelf life issues and without emitting any odour so it 
can even be stored inside the house.

One bag of BonsaiBoost will be sufficient for:

• 20 Shohin trees for 2 months

• 10 Medium trees for 2 months

• 7 or 8 Large bonsai trees for 2 months
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Although BonsaiBoost is sold directly to the public and can 
be purchased in single bag quantities for only R35.00, bulk 
packaging is available to nurseryman who would like to offer 
this product to their customers. Please submit enquiries to 
info@bonsaitree.co.za

Chemical Analysis

BonsaiBoost Analysis Report – Bemlab (South African labora-
tory specializing in agricultural testing)

BonsaiBoost Analysis Report - Bemlab

How does it compare to other popular fertilizers?

Seagro

Nitrosol

Examples of results

Image 1 was taken of the roots of a Trident maple. The bag of 
Canola cake was lifted away exposing these healthy roots 
which had begun growing into the bag.
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In image 2 we see the underside of a BonsaiBoost pouch. 
The roots of the tree have grown into the bags seeking the 
nourishment inside.

In image 
3 you 
can see 
the roots 
of an elm 
bonsai 
and how 
they have 
risen to 
the sur-
face seek-
ing the 
source of 
the fertil-
izer 
above, 
Bonsai-
Boost.

The roots of the ficus in image 4 clearly love the nutrients Bon-
saiBoost provides.

Image 4 refers: " I have used them for 6 weeks on Azalea and 
junipers and Pine.    The Azalea greened up immediately the 
Juniper and Pine more slowly. It is a little too soon to tell how 
it will affect growth." Dorothy Franz, advanced bonsai artist at 
Cape Bonsai Kai.

"I used my first sachets on a stressed privet that actually 
needed repotting.  Just after a week, new growth started, 
looking healthy.  I also bought mame Wild Olives from a nurs-
ery in Gauteng and decided on a little experiment.  I used the 
Bonsai Boost sachets on one that I potted, and one that I left 
in the bag.  One had my traditional granular feed and one 
was kept as control.

The Olive in the nursery bag showed the most amazing 
growth.  Of particular interest was the small leaves and short 
internodes. Exactly what we want.  The potted Olive showed 
the same small leaves and short internodes, but less growth 
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(probably due to root disturbance).  The last two pictures 
speak for themselves.  I am incredibly happy with it, and the 
cost is even more impressive." Caroll Hermann, bonsai enthu-
siast, editor for BISA and bonsai club member.

Images 5 and 6 refers: "The tree I used the BonsaiBoost on is 
a Ficus craterostoma. The tree is very overpotted and lost a 
lot of its leaves early in March. I gave the BonsaiBoost about 
three weeks back just as an experiment to see if the tree will 
react to it. The pictures show the results. I have been doing 
Bonsai now for 9 years and this is the first time I see trees re-
acting so well to a fertilizer. If you look at Image 6 you can 
also see the new growth on the tree. I also had very good re-
sults on my wild olive trees." Edzard Grimbeek, bonsai artist 
in Oudtshoorn. 

How to order BonsaiBoost?

You can order BonsaiBoost by visiting the Bonsai Tree web-
site here: www.bonsaitree.co.za

Click on the “Shop” link and you will be navigated to our e-
commerce pages. Locate BonsaiBoost and add it to your 
shopping cart. A minor shipping cost will be added to your 
order on checkout and all forms of payment are accepted eg 
credit card, EFT, cash deposit and even Discovery Miles. We 
are verified sellers and you as the customer are protected up 
to R3,000.00 by the BidorBuy Protection Program.

Bonsai Tree has furthermore been a seller at Bid or Buy for 3 
years now and can boast a 99% positive rating from our cur-
rent 708 customers.

Satisfaction Guarantee

We are so confident in BonsaiBoost that we offer a money 
back guarantee.
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The literal meaning of bonsai is ‘plant in a tray’. 
While the tree itself contributes to one half of the 
composition, the pot completes the overall image. 
The ‘bonsai’ in it’s literal sense is judged by the vis-
ual impact of both the tree and the pot.  
Unfortunately, choosing and locating the correct, 
or the best, pot to plant your tree into is not easy. 
While a well-chosen pot will enhance a bonsai and 
strengthen a design, a poorly chosen or unsuit-
able design can actually lessen the impact of the 
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tree. Ultimately, until the ‘right’ pot is found, the 
tree will never reach it’s full potential as a bonsai.

A pot can be expensive investment for your bon-
sai; buying an unsuitable pot for your tree can 
mean having to find a more suitable pot in the fu-
ture. Finding the right pot, first time, is not only 
satisfying but saves money and helps avoid end-
ing up with a pile of pots that don’t quite seem to 
suit any of your trees!

This article is written to help the enthusiast under-
stand how to go about choosing the correct pot 
for their tree. My express thanks go to Vic Harris 
of Erin Bonsai for his help in writing this guide 
and for providing images of some his pots to illus-
trate this article.

 
Choosing the right pot for your tree

 

Choosing the best pot for a particular tree is not 
easy. As well as the more mundane factory-
made Chinese and Korean pots there are a num-
ber of bonsai potters and potteries throughout 
the world that are able to offer individual and di-
verse pot designs and glazes to the enthusiast. 
There are so many available colours, sizes and 
designs that it can become very difficult to iden-
tify exactly which one(s) are best for your tree.  
Pot choice is also subjective, ultimately some of 
the final decision will be made according to your 
own personal tastes. Some enthusiasts prefer 
more conservative pot shapes, textures and 
glazes, other enthusiasts prefer to make more un-
usual ‘individual’ choices.  
In an effort to help choose the correct ‘type’ of 
pot for your tree I have asked Vic Harris to help 
me draw up some basic guidelines when choos-

ing a new pot for your tree. 
To arrive at a good decision, it is useful to break 
down the choices into 4 parts. Pot dimension, 
pot shape, pot colour and Texture

 
Choice 1: Pot Dimensions

 

The first thing to consider is the size of the pot 
that you will need. The correct pot dimensions 
can be achieved using some basic rules accord-
ing to the dimensions of the tree itself.

The general rule of thumb is that the pots depth 
should be equal to the diameter of the trunk just 
above soil level.  
For oval or rectangular pots, the length of the pot 
should be 2/3 the height of the tree. 
For round pots, the diameter of the pot should be 
1/3 the height of the tree. 
For trees with especially wide canopies a wider 
pot can be necessary and this can be compen-
sated by using a slightly shallower pot. 
As equally, a tree with a very thick trunk (in com-
parison with the height of the tree) may suit a 
slightly deeper but narrower pot.

 

It should be remembered that these guidelines 
are based on aesthetics only. For horticultural 
reasons, some tree species require larger or 
smaller pots. Species with very fast growing 
roots such as Trident Maples often require 
deeper pots whilst flowering and fruiting species 
such as Crab Apples require more root run and 
therefore deeper pots.

 
Choice 2: Pot Shape
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The style of pot that you choose will need to har-
monise with the tree.  
You need to take a look at your tree and evaluate 
it’s characteristics. Try to decide whether your 
tree is masculine or feminine. Many trees are a 
combination of both although usually one is domi-
nant than the other. This is very subjective; for 
some people a tree may be masculine, for oth-
ers, it might be feminine. Ultimately as the owner 
of the tree it is for you to decide. It should be 
noted though that a firmly masculine tree will 
never look right in a very feminine oval pot; in 
turn a feminine tree will always look awkward in a 
masculine pot.

What makes a tree feminine or masculine?

A masculine tree gives an impression of 
strength, it might have a heavily tapered trunk, 
have craggy, mature bark, strong angular branch-
ing, it may have deadwood. It may have a 
straight, powerful trunk or a dense canopy. 
A feminine tree will have a more delicate appear-
ance, a smooth trunkline, smooth bark, sinuous 
movement in it’s trunk and branches. A light can-
opy and slow taper. 
Some tree species are predisposed to being con-
sidered feminine or masculine; Pines or angular 
Hawthorns are often considered masculine 
whereas delicate Japanese Maples will be con-
sidered as naturally feminine.  
However, a strong, heavily tapered Japanese Ma-
ple with delicate leaves and branching could be 
considered to be a feminine species with mascu-
line features, whilst a tall Hawthorn with craggy, 
rough bark, gentle curves and very gradual ta-
per could be considered a masculine species 
with a feminine characteristics. With trees such 

as these it is necessary to identify which is the 
strongest feature and reflect it. Is it the craggy, 
fissured bark of the hawthorn or the gentle 
curves of the trunk that have the strongest visual 
impact? Is it the delicate branching of the Maple 
or the powerful tapered trunk that attracts your 
eye most? 
Fortunately, it is possible to find pot designs that 
can reflect both femininity and masculinity.

Pots are considered feminine or masculine. 
Deep pots with strong angular features are con-
sidered masculine whilst more feminine pots are 
shallower with softer lines.  
For instance, strong chunky, deep rectangles 
with sharp corners are very masculine pots, as 
are square pots. These are suited to thick heavy 
trunked masculine trees, especially conifers. 
For thick-trunked deciduous trees, the corners of 
the rectangle can be rounded thus reducing the 
masculinity of the pot a little. 
Working down through the scale of masculinity, 
deep chunky ovals come next and then we have 
drums/round pots that are androgynous i.e are 
suitable for a masculine or feminine tree. 
After this we move into the feminine pots which 
are shallow delicate ovals and very shallow 
round literati pots.

 

Pot Shape Basic Guidelines

Rectangular pots are suitable for coniferous spe-
cies and big deciduous trees with very pro-
nounced taper, wide base, heavy buttressed ne-
bari. These are used for masculine trees to add a 
feeling of strength in the tree

Oval pots Suitable for reflecting the femininity of 
deciduous trees, clump style bonsai, groves and 
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forests. The less taper the tree has the more femi-
nine it tends to become, sinuous curves can also 
dampen the masculinity of a tree.

Round. Suitable for coniferous or deciduous femi-
nine trees, particularly (but not exclusively) for 
literati/bunjin trees. Tall straight or sinuously 
curved trees with very little taper are the most 
feminine and the pots that tend to suit these 
trees are very shallow rounds.

 
Pot Lip or Rim

A lip on the upper rim gives additional strength 
to a masculine tree.  
A straight rim is softer for more androgynous 
trees 
A bowl/convex side is more suited to feminine 
trees

 
Pot Corners

Sharp, right-angled corners are masculine and 
suitable for masculine trees  
Indented corners on a rectangular pot soften the 
masculinity of a pot.  
Rounded corners softens the pot further, begin-
ning to resemble a oval pot and more suitable for 
masculine deciduous trees

 
Feet of pot

The main purpose of feet on a bonsai pot is to al-
low for good drainage and airflow, but feet can 
also be used to change the pots appearance. 
Feet can be subtle and decorative or strong and 
robust.  
These qualities can be used to influence the over 
all feel of the pot, big chunky feet can add 

strength to the design and understated delicate 
feet will have the opposite effect.

 
Choice 3: Pot Colour

 

Once you have decided on the shape of the pot, 
next you need to think of the colour and texture. 
Every tree is unique, although it is possible to 
generalise about a particular species, each indi-
vidual tree will have something to pick up on as 
no two trees are exactly the same and there are 
always small variations that can be brought out 
in the pot colour and texture.

The colour of the pot can be used to pick up on 
a feature of the tree and therefore helps the tree 
and pot colour ‘work’ well together. The colour in 
the tree that is complimented can be that of the 
bark, for instance an unglazed red/brown pot 
picking up the bark of a Juniper. It can compli-
ment the colour of the leaves through the sum-
mer or the autumn colour. On fruiting or flowering 
trees, the colour of the pot can be used to compli-
ment the colour of the flowers or the berries.

Erin Bonsai Pots and Victor Harris were recently 
commissioned to make some pots for Harry Har-
rington’s collection.  

The following is a Privet bonsai, in a pot by Victor 
Harris of Erin Pottery / Bonsai

Height 16"/39cm, Trunk diameter 7"/17cm

In development since 2010 from a hedge col-
lected by Faisal Waheedy.  
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Victor and Harry worked closely 
together on the design for this pot 
together. Harry saw a twisted 
nightmare scene in the contorted 
exposed roots of this bonsai. 
Even though this pot makes a 
strong statement, it completely 
harmonises with tree. The colours 
and texture are a perfect exten-
sion of the tree .
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True art lies in the ability to marry the tree and the pot.  It is what makes Harry an artist more than just 
a person who does bonsai.  There is a fine line between a discerning artist and a tree grower in a pot.  
Sadly, most of us are blinded by the ‘rules’ and lack insight and foresight.  Personally, I do not have 
an artistic bone in my body and am grateful for people like Harry whom I copy shamelessly.  
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Harry’s new book is available from 
AMAZON.CO.UK

As well as the UK, Amazon.uk will ship directly to 
the following countries: Germany, France, Bel-
gium, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Spain, Italy, Por-
tugal, Ireland, Austria, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Greece, 
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Roma-
nia, Slovakia, Slovenia and Sweden.

All copies are signed by Harry.
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Bonsai news from all over the country.  Keep up to 
date with people, products and functions, the gossip, 
the who’s who and the what’s where?  Please send all 
your news snippets to info@bonsaisouthafrica.co.za

5

BONSAI NEWS
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NEWSFLASH:

Regret misunderstanding caused by our advert that we are 
now also trading at
Brandmuller’s Garden Pavilion in Vereeniging
Until property in Dunnottar is sold the bonsai nursery in Dun-
nottar will remain open as before.
In fact, Stock and variety has increased.

See Website www.jodabonsai.co.za.

From Bonsai Tree website:

I have just returned from a short trip to Japan. 
During this trip I attended the Bonsai Festival in 
Omiya, continued my part time apprenticeship at 
Aichien nursery in Nagoya where I learnt, 
amongst other things, some of the finer points on 
approach grafting as well as juniper grafting, de-
foliation and more. Finally I attended the Master-
piece Exhibition which was held as a separate 
exhibition for the first time this year. Some mag-
nificent trees were on display and I was able to 
dedicate much of the day to studying their ap-
pearance and mentally exploring the techniques 
which were likely employed in their cultivation 
and maintenance.

When one returns from a trip like this, you feel a 
certain degree of depression when you look at 
your own trees again. However I am channeling 
this negative energy, and thinking of how my col-
lection can be improved. I have brought back 
with me some new techniques which I can add 
to my "toolbox" and I am sure they will come in 
very handy. In fact I have been invited to do sev-
eral talks at some local clubs in the Western 
Cape and no doubt some of the knowledge I 
have recently acquired will be included.

A friend of mine, Fancois Voges, has been able 
to arrange an exhibition at the Waterstone Village 
shopping centre in Somerset West. This is a very 
upmarket shopping centre and the fact that they 
have agreed to allow us to showcase bonsai is to 
me an indication of the high regard they hold for 
the art. Some top trees from the Cape Bonsai Kai 
will be on display and some junior members from 
the kai will also be competing in a competition 
which is aimed at preparing them for the annual 
New Talent competition which is held nationally. 
The goal of the exhibition is to promote bonsai in 
the Helderberg basin, gain some insights to the 
level of interest already there and of course to 
promote membership to the Cape Bonsai Kai. It 
is to be held on the 16th of June, Youth Day, so if 
you are in the Western Cape I would encourage 
you to go along to the exhibition. Afterwards you 
can enjoy eats and coffee at one of the many eat-
eries and coffee shops. More details can be 
found on 
http://www.bonsaitree.co.za">http://www.bonsaitr
ee.co.za

If anyone is interested in specimen bonsai trees 
from Japan I may be able to assist. Currently 
available is a very rare Japanese White Pine 
"Zuisho" (very small needles), Japanese maple, 
Juniper chinensis "Itoigawa" and "Kishuu" varie-
ties. These trees are not bag stock, they are 
trees which have been cultivated for many years 
as bonsai and are potted in Japanese Tokoname 
containers, the price reflects this. If you are inter-
ested please contact me.
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From the SABA President:

Exciting things are going on in the world of South African bon-
sai with a lot of energy and commitment shown by the frater-
nity.

Firstly a big thank you to everyone who helps to make this 
happen. Without everyone’s effort it would be impossible to 
grow our hobby and showcase the terrific talent and trees we 
have in this country.

The SABA Exco has had two Skype meetings with a lot of 
technical hitches. We are slowly but surely getting things 
done and this way there is no cost for the organisation al-
though we know that face to face contact is better. Some-
times we are pleasantly surprised when we meet someone 
after an upsetting e-mail only to hear it was not meant aggres-
sively at all! 

I’ve just been on a dig with some clubs in the beautiful Hogs-
back area which is something to behold in autumn. I would 
love to go back when all the different azaleas are in full 
flower. (Is this good English?) 

To get better communication going we have sent out an e-
mail with a list of questions to most clubs to ask for more infor-
mation. The response has been very good and we hope to 
improve things further with your help. The communication on 
Facebook seems to work and the membership has grown to 
about 280 by the writing of this letter. It is also heart warming 
to have so many members (local and overseas) post news 
and photographs on the page and sharing with others what 
is happening in their region. 

1) At the last Exco meeting it was decided to sponsor Kat 
river Kai with R20 000 to host the SABA mini-convention from 
24 to 28 September.

If SABA had to organise the event, it would cost much more 
and the logistics are just impossible with Exco members be-
ing all over the country. As the constitution stipulates that we 
need to have an AGM every year, it has become the custom 
to have it coincide with the mini-convention. It is in our opin-
ion unfair to expect from one club to fork out for the event 
whilst SABA just piggy backs on this. It has been done in the 
past and we see no problem with it happening in future. We 
can discuss the way forward at the AGM and maybe get a 
tendering system going for future conventions and SABA 
sponsorship. We have a healthy bank balance and this will 
not hurt at all.

I’ve had discussions with Dr. Tobie Kleynhans, chairmen of 
Kat river, on how the money will be spent and exciting things 
are planned. One problem with conventions have always 
been to get trees from across the country to the event and 
that not only local trees are displayed. We don’t have to enter 
this nightmare and are thinking of having ‘n photographic dis-
play of wonderful trees at the convention. Photo’s will travel 
better than trees…

I will keep everyone updated on this but if you haven’t regis-
tered yet, go to www.katrivierkai.co. za It promises to be a 
great event.

2) Speaking of photo’s – it was also decided that we will 
revive the Tommy Fluxman and SABA photo competition. This 
is because the SABA photographic competition has been go-
ing very well. Some of the sponsorship will go to the prizes. 
As we already have monthly winners and a lot of great entries 
that will go onto the shortlist for the competitions. A big thank 
you for everyone who participates and keep them coming in. 
It is a wonderful feeling opening your inbox in the morning to 
the sight of another beautiful tree.

3) SABA will be having a dig on 26 July in Koega near 
Port Elizabeth. A big thank you goes to Robbie de Witt and 
the EP Bonsai Society who kindly agreed to make this a 
SABA event. It is a good idea to get members from across 
the country together and do what we love most – talk about 
trees. Those of us who have been on EP Bonsais digs know 
they have very good material – wild olives, ghwarries, bitter-
bome, schotia, to mention a few. Interested members of 
SABA must contact Robbie directly at 083 699 4570 or on 
email at robertdewitt@telkomsa.net

I would love to see as many members as possible there to 
chat over a beer and a braai about the things happening in 
your area. The first get together will be on Friday 25 July with 
a braai and a briefing by Robbie. Saturday will be the big dig 
followed by another braai and stories about the great ones 
that, hopefully, did not get away. The Pretoria guys have al-
ready confirmed that they will be coming down and I am look-
ing forward to catching up with them.

4) Speaking of Pretoria – Org Exley and his team are do-
ing a sterling job in helping new clubs find their feet and has 
introduced a buddy system that works very well. This is the 
way forward. Too many times enthusiasts start out but do not 
have the experience or skill to develop a club and they lose 
interest. I’ve attended meetings of five clubs this year and 
that was raised as a problem. We must get the list of demon-
strators going so that we can share knowledge. Please send 
me details of people willing to help other clubs in broadening 
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the community. I wish I could visit more clubs but it is just not 
practical.

5) Our plans to publish all newsletters on the SABA web-
site was met with some resistance as some clubs feel it is ex-
clusive to members. It is a free country and clubs have the 
right to decide who they want to see their news. But please 
keep on sending me your newsletters and also state clearly if 
you want them published on the website or not.

6) Plans to have the SABA-logo changed has also met 
with some resistance and we have decided to rather put it on 
the agenda for the AGM for further discussion. Luckily it is 
not a pressing matter.

7) The organising committee for ABC4 (Africa Bonsai 
Convention 4) in 2015 is meeting regularly and things are on 
track to make this event the best ever. Thanks to all the volun-
teers and helpers who chip in with their valuable time to help 
make things happen.

And that’s it for now. As I said, I’ve just been on a dig with Kat 
River Kai and members of EL bonsai in Hogsback. It was 
very enjoyable sitting down after a hard days work with the 
fantastic autumn colours and enjoy a cold one or three. It 
showed me again that the spirit is alive and well.

Regards to all,

Willem Pretorius

President of SABA.

ACCOUNT NAME : South African Bonsai Association ( SABA 
)

BANK : F N B

ACCOUNT NO : 62444063078

BRANCH : Pavillion Durban

BRANCH CODE : 224326
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EXCITING 
NEW 

COMPETITION
A new Bonsai Nursery has 
opened in Lenasia and we 
are looking for a name.
Please email your 
suggestions to 
abdoolf@telkomsa.net
The winner stand a chance 
to win a Ficus burt-davii 
beginner’s bonsai.
RULES:
1.  You must be able to collect the prize or arrange for 

delivery through Timefreight or such.
2. Bonsai in South Africa, it’s owners, managers or staff 

or not liable for any costs incurred by entering this 
competition and you do so at your own risk.

3. The owner of the nursery is under no obligation to 
choose a name that emanates from the competition 
and may elect not to award the prize to anyone 
should no suitable name be submitted.

4. The competition will run until the 31 of July 2014.
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ALL bonsai clubs, nurseries and vendors are wel-
come.

Please send your updated contact details to:

info@bonsaisouthafrica.co.za to be listed in the 
Free Directory.

(Photograph:  Caroll Hermann)
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WESTERN PROVINCE
CLUB

TOWN/
SUBURB

CONTACT PERSON PHONE NUMBER EMAIL

Bishopsford Bonsai 
Nursery

Houtbay Gail & Lionel Theron 021 790 3478 bford@cybersmart.co.za

Blaauwberg Bonsai Kai Tableview Dawn Collier 076 529 7848 mrjade@mweb.co.za

Boland Bonsai Kai Stellenbosch Coenie Brand 082 804 9195 cjjbrand@snowisp.com

Bonsai and Brass Sedgefield Mark 082 822 0222 markdvdm@gmail.com

Bonsai Society of South 
Africa

Goodwood Ben van Heerden 082 870 6212 pekebonsai@vodamail.co.za

Bonsai Boyz
Starke Ayres 

Garden Centre 
Rosebank

Judi 083 493 9695 judi@diybonsai.com

Bonsai Tree Somerset West Terry Erasmus 082 890 7927 info@bonsaitree.co.za

Cape Bonsai Kai Newlands Tony Bent 083 230 5348 tony@nanoson.com

Ceres Bonsai Nursery Ceres Francois Loots 083 630 6290 francoislootsceres@gmail.com

Helderberg Bonsai Kai Gordon’s Bay Ras Smal 084 655 0718 info@bonsaigarden.co.za

Katrivier Kai George Tobie Kleynhans 083 635 1447 toblen@mweb.co.za

Olive Grove Bonsai 
Nursery

Kraaifontein Rudi Adam 021 987 4040 rabonsai@telkomsa.net

Overberg Bonsai Kai Hermanus Wynand Vermeulen 071 363 2169 wynandwurms@gmail.com

Oyama Bonsai Kai Plumstead Viky Peterman 082 493 1818 hsabc@iafrica.com

Pygmy Bonsai Nursery George Andre Krige 083 471 5415 pygmy.bonsai@gmail.com

Potter’s Yard Houtbay Phil Levitt 021 790 0559 phil@pottersyard.co.za

Stone Lantern Bonsai 
Nursery

Durbanville Steven le Roux 083 375 0446 stonelantern@hotmail.com

Tygerberg Bonsai Kai Stellenbosch Ben van Heerden 082 879 6212 pekebonsai@vodamail.co.za

LIMPOPO

CLUB
TOWN/

SUBURB
CONTACT PERSON PHONE NUMBER EMAIL

El Shaddai Kwekery Phalaborwa Willie Viljoen 082 923 8195 whv@lantic.co.za

Sikani Bonsai Nursery Phalaborwa George Vrey 082 325 3767 georgev@lantic.co.za

Tzaneen Bonsai Club Tzaneen Hennie Smit 083 259 2806 midas@inx.co.za

Waterberg Bonsaiklub Bela-Bela Ian Pringle 083 468 3578 pikkian@iafrica.com
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GAUTENG

NORTH WEST PROVINCE

CLUB
TOWN/

SUBURB
CONTACT PERSON PHONE NUMBER EMAIL

Africa’s Little Trees Pretoria Attie Louw 082 324 8779 ferox@mtnloaded.co.za

Bonsai Huisie Krugersdorp Andries Strauss 083 393 0188 info@bonsai.co.za

Brandmuller Kwekery Vereeniging 016 428 3351

Brenthurst Gardens Houghton By appointment only 011 646 1529
thegarden@brenthurstgardens.c

o.za

East Rand Bonsai Kai Boksburg Rudi Buys 084 575 8141 erbk@telkomsa.net

Eastern Bonsai Society Highlands North Hansie Bekker 082 820 4306 hansieb@lantic.co.za

Far West Bonsai Kai Randfontein Kathy Steyn 083 710 4243 pennantpress@y.co.za

JoDa Bonsai Nursery Dunottar John & Frieda Haw 011 734 2765 joda0@absamail.co.za

Lieberman Pottery Johannesburg Adrian Lieberman 011 482 2215

Magic Garden Center Vereeniging 016 482 1116 info@magicgardens.co.za

Midway Bonsai Society Midrand Hennie Reynecke 082 4141171 hennie.ero@kingsley.co.za

Mikibu Bonsai Randjiesfontein Jonathan Cain 083 698 9069 jonathan@bonsaisa.co.za

Pretoria Bonsai Kai Pretoria Org Exley 082 809 2037 org@ntp.co.za

Sawasdee Bonsai Empire Lonehill Bill 083 307 1885 billruth@telkomsa.net

Secunda Bonsai Kai Secunda Chris van der Vyver 074 571 3318 chris@secundabonsaikai.co.za

Serenity Scapes Pretoria Anthony Smith 083 437 1707 info@serenityscapes.co.za

Shibui Bonsai Kai Emmerentia Derry Ralph 011 788 6104 bonsaikebana@mweb.co.za

Southern Bonsai Society Alberton Jack Brophy 083 461 0776 sbonsais@gmail.com

Topson Mursery Witkoppen Zhang Peng 011 023 7733 topsomnursery@gmail.com

Vaal Bonsai Kai Vereeniging Deon Rynders 083 414 6472 orthorite@webhome.co.za

CLUB
TOWN/

SUBURB
CONTACT PERSON PHONE NUMBER EMAIL

Klerksdorp Bonsai Kai Klerksdorp Pieter Loubser 082 564 4878 mploubser@gmail.com

Rustenburg Bonsai Kai Rustenburg Koos Robbertse 083 273 2968 smarais@angloplat.com

Serenity Bonsai & Plant 
Park

Brits Mason/Johan 072 713 7794/073 393 2574 johanandcelia@gmail.com
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EASTERN PROVINCE

MPUMALANGA

NORTHERN CAPE

FREE STATE

CLUB
TOWN/

SUBURB
CONTACT PERSON PHONE NUMBER EMAIL

Border Bonsai Society Gonubie John Jansen 083 448 3417 john.jansen@bipa.co.za

Eastern Province Bonsai 
Kai

Port Elizabeth Robert de Witt 083 699 4570 robertdewitt@telkomsa.net

Fuji Bonsai Port Elizabeth Greg Blandford 082 417 1455 fujibonsai72@gmail.com

Red Leave Nursery Port Alfred Amir Paulse 082 786 6477 kowiebonsai@gmail.com

CLUB
TOWN/

SUBURB
CONTACT PERSON PHONE NUMBER EMAIL

Moyogi Bonsai Kai Witbank Gustav Lubcker 076 443 8239 gustavinsimbi@gmail.com

Nelspruit Bonsai Kai Nelspruit Eddie Jenner 083 324 6671 earthmatters@mweb.co.za

Plasgrow Plant Nursery 
Suppliers

White River 013 751 2076 sales@plasgrow.co.za

CLUB
TOWN/

SUBURB
CONTACT PERSON PHONE NUMBER EMAIL

Kalahari Bonsai Kai Upington Jandre Brink 083 388 8476 kalaharibonsai@gmail.com

CLUB
TOWN/

SUBURB
CONTACT PERSON PHONE NUMBER EMAIL

Bloemfontein Bonsai Kai Bloemfontein Vian Herbst 083 458 7183 vian@fxsos.co.za

Platberg Bonsai Kai Harrismith Mariaan Pienaar 083 454 9174 batsch@dorea.co.za

Die Towerpot Harrismith Magda 058 622 3373
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KWAZULU NATAL
CLUB

TOWN/
SUBURB

CONTACT PERSON PHONE NUMBER EMAIL

Bonsai Boyz Pinetown Ed/Carol 082 771 5395 info@bonsaiboyz.co.za

Durban Bonsai Society Durban Farouk Patel 082 678 6573 farouk@faron.co.za

Kengai Bonsai Kai Assegay Lynn Theodoro 083 254 1022
mistymoonbonsai@gmail.co

m
Pietermartizburg Bonsai 

Society
Pietermaritzburg Jurgen Nuss 083 745 6078 nuss@telkomsa.net

Roots for Africa Everton Doug 082 412 1771

The Castle Indigenous 
Bonsai

Hillcrest Farry/Alan 082 801 8860 indigbonsai@mweb.co.za

Zululand Bonsai Society Richards Bay Barry Stofberg 083 324 9392 info@zululandbonsai.co.za
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This is your handy guide to most important bonsai 
happenings in South Africa,  If you want your 
event to be included, please send your bonsai ac-
tivities info@bonsaisouthafrica.co.za.

Bonsai in South Africa is not affiliated to any organi-
sation and any person or instance is welcome to 
post and list their activities.

(Photograph & tree:  Gary Howes)
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Date Club Address Occassion

1 - 11 May Omiya, Japan Omiya Bonsai Festival

9 - 11 May Wroclaw, Poland European Bonsai Association 
Annual Convention

3 May Pretoria Bonsai Kai Pretoria New Talent Competition

17 May Pretoria Bonsai Kai Pretoria Beginners Course
20 - 24 May Chelsea, London, UK Chelsea Flower Show.

31 May Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Create Your Own Bonsai 
Courses

31 May BRAT Far West Bonsai Kai AGM

14 June Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Buddleja Progression 
Workshop

16 June Cape Bonsai Kai Waterstone Village, Somerset Exhibition

12 July Pretoria Bonsai Kai Pretoria Beginners Course

28 June Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Azalea Progression Workshop

29 June Enfield, UK Bonsai Traders Association 
Summer Show

19 - 20th July Oyama Bonsai Kai Cape Town Winter Bash

9 August Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Buddleja Progression 
Workshop

12 - 17 August Puerto Rico 11th Latin American Bonsai 
Encounter

21 - 24 August Association of Australian 
Bonsai Clubs Brisbane, Gold Coast, Australia Bonsai Clubs International 

Convention

30 August Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Forest Workshop

30 August BRAT East Rand Bonsai Society Top Ten

13 September Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Azalea Progression Workshop

20 September Pretoria Bonsai Kai Pretoria Beginners Course

20 - 21 September Shibui Bonsai Kai Floreum Annual Exhibition

24 - 29 September Katriver Bonsai Kai George SABA Mini Convention

27 September Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Create Your Own Bonsai 
Courses

11 - 19 October Indonesian Bonsai Society Bandung, Indonesia Grand Indonesian Bonsai & 
Suiseki Exhibition

18 October Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Raft/Clump style Workshop

18 - 19 October Eastern Province Bonsai 
Society Open Day Annual Show

18 - 21 October Indonesian Bonsai Art Club Yogyakarta, Indonesia International Bonsai Art & 
Culture Biennale 2014

25 October Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Create Your Own Bonsai 
Courses

8 November Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Buddleja Progression 
Workshop

15 November Pretoria Bonsai Kai Pretoria Beginners Course

29 November BRAT Eastern Bonsai Society
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Date Club Address Occassion

24 January 2015 Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Azalea Progression Workshop

27 June 2015 Bishopsford Bonsai Nursery Houtbay Azalea Progression Workshop



Recently, on the Koi4U forum, someone requested 
help on a sick koi.  It appeared as if this koi had 
bubbles in its fins. (Almost like the “bends” in 
scuba divers.) A very interesting discussion fol-
lowed and hopefully succesfully resolved.  (For 
those who don’t know, the forum is very active and 
has solved many problems for experts and nov-
ices alike.  Please support them.

8
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A member posted a picture of his koi with bub-
bles in his fins.  

William from Happy Koi  identified it as “gas bubble dis-
ease”.  It happens when you have an air leak in your system 
somewhere, i.o.w, lack of oxygen and you treat it apparently 
with heavy aeration.  Sounds odd?

Well, as if the “bends” (decompression sickness)  you need 
to get rid of the dissolved nitrogen in the water, as it seems 
like this is entering the fish’s system developing as bubbles. 

Gas bubble disease is associated with supersaturating the 
water in which fish are kept with nitrogen or oxygen. It occurs 
when the total pressure of gases dissolved in water is higher 
than the ambient atmospheric pressure.

Causes include leaks in pumps or valve systems that can 
suck air under pressure.  Other causes are sudden tempera-

ture gradients as well as fish transported by air may also de-
velop gas bubble disease.

Heavy algal blooms have also been blamed, by producing 
more oxygen than can diffuse into the water which supersatu-
rates the pond.

Most gas emboli are produced by excess nitrogen because 
oxygen is assimilated metabolically and thus less likely to 
form persistent bubbles. However, very high oxygen levels 
are dangerous.

When fish breathe the supersaturated water, the excess gas 
can form emboli in various tissues. The severity of the dis-
ease depends on the number of gas bubbles formed and the 
tissues affected. Brain damage, behavioural abnormalities 
and death can all occur.

The presence of gas emboli is characterised by bubbles in 
the fins, amongst others. Bubbles may be squeezed from a 
fin or gill clip whilst it is held underwater.  The problem is that 
finrot and uclers may follow a case of gas bubble disease.

Treatment

Any leaks or problems with the system should be dealt with 
promptly.

Treatment of the disease involves eliminating the excess gas 
in the water source.

This could involve aerating the water source to allow it to 
equilibrate with air.

Fish that recover from an outbreak have a variable prognosis 
depending on the degree and the duration of supersaturation 
they experienced.

References:

wwww.koi4u.co.za

http://en.wikivet.net/Gas_Bubble_Disease

William from Happy Koi

Pieter Odendaal.
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Wow, late again! AND it is almost June.  No excuse, but things have 
been extremely busy.  As some of you know, I will be off to Japan 
next week to present an academic paper on bonsai as a therapeutic 
tool, at an international psychological conference.  This is thanks to 
quite a few of you who took part in my survey.

I am happy to add that it is not the end yet, as i have registered a 
project based on my PhD study and hope to extend this progamme 
to NGO’s, etc.

Please consider doing an article or two for the magazine, promote 
your business or products.  Please look at the competition on page 
44 for a name for a bonsai nursery and stand a chance to win a Fi-
cus burt-davii should your name get chosen.

There is still time to book your spot at the mini conference at Kat 
River Kai in September, but don’t leave it too late.

9 THE LAST WORD


